Worker's story - Rebecca, [text redacted] Voice Over Artist
"I've been doing voiceover work for around 25 years.
I've d one TV and radio ad s, on hold messages, educational instructional videos and
corporate in-house videos and other work.
When I work, I always quote MEAA rates, and have a small number of clients who
know to pay these reasonable rates (although I d on't get paid super).
But, more and more, companies are offering jobs well below this rate. I see online
gigs being offered for as low as $10 per script.
With more companies going online to source work, and the fact that you can now set
up a home studio, there are some people willing to take on these jobs at really low
rates ...rates that just don't make the job worthwhile. It also means that companies
are looking for cheaper work and the well paid jobs are becoming few and far
between."

The Industry Rate Card, as the agreed set of minimum rates was developed
between MEAA and the Communications Council of Australia. This is the peak
industry body representing companies in the Australian advertising industry. The
Industry Rate Card is also promoted by major industry players, including voice over
agents. However, the Industry Rate Card is not an enforceable industrial instrument.
On demand platforms pay no heed to these minimum standards, and the model of
many of these platforms - where workers effectively bid against themselves, actively
encourages people to undermine reasonable minima.
Worker's story - Olivia [text redacted] Actor
"I have been an actor for 21 years, and have recently been doing on line voice overs.
In the two months since I've been d oing voice over work, I have tried a number of
online platforms, includ ing Fiverr, Upwork and Freelancer.
Fiverr
Fiverr is a website (and app) for freelancers in all sorts of areas. You create a profile
and create "gigs." As a buyer, you determine which gig you are affer and use the
menu to help you get a quote.
Fiverr recommends buyers contact the freelancer before placing an order as once
the order is placed, the freelancer must take the job and there isn't a lot of time for
back and forth on directions.
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Example 2 - Production Technicians
MEAA members include workers who are engaged as sound, lighting and other
technicians, who work at theatres, in screen and events.
While some of these workers are employed in venues such as Melbourne
Convention and Exhibition Centre and Arts Centre Melbourne, under good union
enterprise agreements, and enjoy entitlements including loadings and penalty rates,
many are engaged on a "gig to gig" basis.
The relevant award for these workers is the Live Performance Award 2010 ("LPA").
However, in reality, for these "gig" or freelance technicians, LPA minimum rates are
often not being paid (and there is no legal entitlement to pay such rates as they are
generally deemed to be independent contractors), and where the rates are paid,
workers are not provided with other award entitlements.
Worker's story - [tex t redacted] Lighting Technician
"I've been doing lighting technician work for around 7 years.
I get most of my work through Facebook groups like I Want Crew and Festival and
Event Staff Network.
The rate is either set by the person or company looking for the job to be done, or
sometimes the minimum award rate. I usually receive about $30 per hour for my
work.
If I accept work off one of these groups I will usually get paid cash and not get any
entitlements like super or penalty rates."
Closed Facebook groups are a major source of work for technicians3. While these
groups are not set up to formally "bid down" wages, they are also less transparent
than platforms like Airtasker. As can be seen in Attachment C, proposed rates are
often not included, but are the subject of "negotiation" between the "buyer''
and the freelancer.
While rates of pay agreed to can be the applicable LPA minimum rate (nut may be
less or greater), these hourly rates generally do not include any additional penalties
(including casual loading).
In Ms [text redacted] case, $30 per hour compares unfavourably to what she
would be entitled to under the LPA. Her casual shifts would attract an hourly rate of
(at least) $28.40 per hour4 plus 9.5% superannuation, and she would enjoy a
minimum engagement of 3 hours, overtime payable after 8 hours worked, and a
number of other allowances and penalties.
3
See for example extracts in Attachment C
4
Assuming Level 5 minimum rate and casual loading
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Example 3 - Photographers
Many photographers who are MEAA members were traditionally engaged as part of
media organisations, and subject to the Journalists Published Media Award 2010
(and its predecessors), or more generous enterprise agreements. Over recent years,
photographic functions have been largely outsourced from these organisations (see
Sam's story below).
General photographers (which include wedding and other event photographers) may
be covered by a number of awards, including the BREACA and the Amusements,
Events and Recreation Award 2010.
The vast bulk of photographers that are members of MEAA are now engaged as
freelancers, whether still in connection to journalism, or as general photographers.
It is this second category of photographers that face particular downward pressure
from on-demand apps on wages.
At any given time on-demand apps have jobs for photographers that significantly
undermine wages in the industry. Airtasker, for example, currently has Jobs at a
range of different price points including several well below award minimum rates,
including one for $85 (for 3 hours), and another for $50 (for 2 hours)5 . Under the
BREAC, a photographer would be entitled to at least $106 for these "gigs" 6 not
including any other allowances or benefits that may be applicable.
Photographers who have remained in photojournalism face different pressures,
namely, a level of precariousness in performing roles now indirectly connected to
their former employers.
Worker's story - Sam, [text redacted] Experienced Photographer
*name has been withheld to avoid identification
I've been a photographer for more than 35 years.
I worked as an in-house photographer at NewsCorp before being made redundant in
2017. Since then I have been engaged as a freelancer. I have provided my ABN to
AAP, who arrange work for me at News Corp.
I briefly looked into using a job app whic h was aimed at general photographers but
the rates were so absurdly low I didn't pursue it.
All of my freelance work is for News Corp via AAP.
My work is very similar to the role I performed at NewsCorp for years, except now I
don't receive leave entitlements or superannuation.

5
See Attachment D
6
Based on Level 5 minimum rate plus casual loading with a 4 hour minimum
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Voice over audio - clear voice commercial video - $35 - Airtasker
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I need an experienced photographer to take wedding ceremony photos at the Marriage Registry
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I need birthday photographers

SHARE
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6 offers
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